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Agenda 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 
To all Members of the 

 

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE OVERVIEW 
AND SCRUTINY PANEL 

 
Notice is given that a Meeting of the above Panel is to be held as follows: 

  
Venue:   Council Chamber Civic Office, Waterdale, Doncaster, DN1 3BU 
 
Date:      Thursday, 16th September, 2021 
 
Time:      4.30 pm 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Due to restrictions arising from the Covid-19 pandemic, there will be 
very limited capacity in the public gallery for observers of the meeting.  If you would 
like to attend to observe in person, please contact the Governance team on telephone 
01302 735682 to request a place, no later than 12 noon on 14th September, 2021.  
Please note that the pre-booked places will be allocated on a ‘first come, first served’ 
basis and once pre-booked capacity has been reached there will be no further public 
admittance to the meeting.  For those who are attending the meeting, please bring a 
face covering, unless you are exempt. 
 
BROADCASTING NOTICE  This meeting is being filmed for subsequent broadcast 
via the Council’s web site.  The council is a data Controller under the Data Protection 
Act and images collected during this recording will be retained in accordance with the 
Council’s published policy.  Please be aware that by entering the meeting, you accept 
that you may be filmed and the images used for the purpose set out above. 
 
 
 

 

Public Document Pack



 

1. Apologies for absence   

2. To consider the extent, if any, to which the public and press are to be 
excluded from the meeting.  

 

3. Declarations of Interest, if any.   

4. Minutes of the meeting held on 24th March, 2021 (Pages 1 - 8)  

5. Public Statements   

 (A period not exceeding 20 minutes for statements from up to 5 
members of the public on matters within the Panel’s remit, proposing 
action(s) which may be considered or contribute towards the future 
development of the Panel’s work programme). 

 

 

A.     Items where the Public and Press may not be excluded  
 

 

6. Safeguarding including Children's Social Care with the Early help 
element of focus (Pages 9 - 26) 

 

7. Overview and Scrutiny Work Plan and the Council's Forward Plan of 
Key Decisions (Pages 27 - 36) 

 

 
 

MEMBERSHIP OF THE CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE OVERVIEW AND 
SCRUTINY PANEL 

 
Chair – Councillor Leanne Hempshall 
Vice-Chair – Councillor Tim Needham 

 
Councillors Bob Anderson, Laura Bluff, Steve Cox, Aimee Dickson, Susan Durant, 
Charlie Hogarth and Rob Reid 
 
Education Co-optees:* 
 
Bernadette Nesbit 
Antoinette Drinkhill 
 
Invitee:   
 
Georgina Lightfoot (UNISON) 
 
*Education Co-optees are invited to attend the meeting and vote on any Education 
functions, which are the responsibility of the Authority’s Executive.  They may also 
participate in but not vote on other issues relating to Children and Young People. 
 
 



 

DONCASTER METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PANEL 
 

WEDNESDAY, 24TH MARCH, 2021 
 

A MEETING of the CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE OVERVIEW AND 
SCRUTINY PANEL was held by VIRTUAL MEETING THROUGH MICROSOFT 
TEAMS, DONCASTER on WEDNESDAY, 24TH MARCH, 2021 at 5.00 PM 

 
PRESENT: 
 
Chair - Councillor Neil Gethin 

 
Councillors John Gilliver, Nick Allen, Linda Curran, Tina Reid, Frank Tyas and 
Sue Wilkinson 
 
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: 
 
DMBC 
 

 Lee Golze, Assistant Director - Early Intervention and Localities 

 Paul Ruane, Head of Learning Provision 

 Martyn Owen, Head of Service Inclusion 

 Anne Chester-Walsh, Head of Service for Referral and Response 

 Gillian Wood, Deputy Designated Nurse Safeguarding Children and 
Looked After Children 

 John Raine, Learning Provision Coordinator 

 Angela Harrington - Head Of Service Commissioning and 
Transformation. 

 Ben Brown - Partnership Development Manager 

 Kerry North - Commissioning Team Leader (as an observer). 
 
External  
 

  Andrea Ibbeson (NHS DONCASTER CCG) - External 
 
Young Advisers: 
 

 Marianne Zamgoni  

 Lakhjoht Kaur 
 

 

  ACTION 
 

1.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 

 

 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Susan Durant, 
John Hoare (Diocese of Sheffield Church of England) and Bernadette 
Nesbit (Diocese of Hallam Roman Catholic Church) 

 

Public Document Pack
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2.   TO CONSIDER THE EXTENT, IF ANY, TO WHICH THE PUBLIC AND 
PRESS ARE TO BE EXCLUDED FROM THE MEETING.  
 

 

 None 
 

 

3.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST, IF ANY.  
 

 

 There were no declarations of interest made. 
 

 

4.   MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON THE 29TH SEPTEMBER 
2020 AND THE  11TH NOVEMBER 2020  
 

 

 That the minutes of the meeting held on 29th September 2020 and the 
11th November 2020 were agreed as a correct record. 
 

 

5.   PUBLIC STATEMENTS  
 

 

 There were no public statements made. 
 

 

6.   WHOLE SYSTEM INCLUDING DEMAND MANAGEMENT  
 

 

 Members gave consideration to a report that provided an overview of 
two key issues. These included how the partnership convened to 
safeguard children and manage demand throughout the Covid-19 
pandemic, and secondly the approach to recovery and resilience 
through the new Partnership Recovery and Resilience Board and Plan. 
 
The following areas were raised as part of the discussion; 
 
Family Poverty – A Member raised concern that one of the main 
problems had been poverty experienced by families and young people.  
It was felt that poverty had increased during the pandemic and 
therefore resulted in worry about the impact of increasing 
unemployment.  
 
Members were informed that further to an impact assessment being 
completed at the beginning of the pandemic, poverty and deprivation 
had been identified as one of the top three issues.  Reference was 
made to the pressures that had been identified within Children’s 
Services and the significant investment that had been made within 
Early Help. 
 
Officers recognised the uncertainty for the future, for example, when 
furlough ends, and assured Members that they would continue to work 
closely with safeguarding services to ensure a timely response to any 
area of need or risk that arises. 
 
Concern was raised around the long-term impact of mental health 
and social isolation particular with very young children. 
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The Panel was assured that there was a great deal of activity in place 
and intensive support offered for mental health and resources around 
Early Years.   
 
Members expressed their hope that Family Hubs would be opened as 
soon as possible, in addition to other sessions, groups and forums.  It 
was explained that there was a Health Visiting Service (for under 5 
year olds) that linked with the midwifery service and would work 
alongside Family Hubs.  It was noted that issues considered have 
included support for parents, the attachment of very young children and 
also understanding the challenges faced during the pandemic and as 
we progress through recovery.  It was felt essential to move forward 
and build a more resilient generation.  
 
Home Education – It was reported that despite a surge in referrals, 
the number of children that were home educated were now lower than 
what it had been previously.  Clarification was provided that the Local 
Authority’s role was to ensure that the young person received a 
suitable education.   It was explained that following an expression of 
interest, work had been undertaken with those families and schools in 
order for the Council to be involved in that a decision, support the right 
decision and make sure that the family was aware of their 
responsibilities.  It was outlined that over the last 6-8 months, many of 
those families that had expressed their interest in home education had 
decided against pursuing it due to what was actually involved.  
 
There was a brief discussion around the policies and process in place 
to ensure that the Council was intervening in those circumstances 
where there was a concern.   
 
Early Help - A response was provided on behalf of the Locality Service 
Manager for Learning and Opportunities regarding the Solihull 
Approach Programme and how this had been communicated.  It was 
explained that the offer initially started as early years but had 
developed over the last year. 
 
It was outlined how the following activity had been undertaken:- 
 

 Ongoing communications campaign from Doncaster Council. 

 Information sent to all schools to advertise with their parents  

 Information sent to all partner organisations to advertise via social 

media and 1-1 work 

 Parent Engagement Workers now linked with schools in each 

locality. 

 Early Help Front Door advertising when parents are asking for help 
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and support.  

 Local Solutions Group using this to support parents/carers and to 

promote this opportunity.   

 Take-up data per locality taken to Silver meetings to encourage 

take up and to make partners aware.   

 Flyers sent and distributed to key buildings such as Libraries.  

However, it  was recognised that this needed to be revisited as it 

may not deliver the impact needed (as opposed to word of mouth).   

Members were welcomed to provide ideas and suggestions moving 

forward to continue communicating to families about this provision. A 

Councillor suggested circulating the information to Parish Councils. 

  

A range of statistics from Solihull Parenting Data were presented to the 
Panel and Members expressed that they were very pleased with the 
take-up of courses. 
 
In reference to the decreases seen in the number of families accessing 
Early Help support, it was explained that this was due to a reduction in 
enquiries, as children had mainly not been attending schools during the 
pandemic (with around 60% referrals coming from educational 
settings).  The Panel was provided with assurances of safeguarding 
provided through a dedicated welfare team from across the partnership 
which had identified children deemed vulnerable. 
 
It was added that Covid itself had also influenced the number of people 
coming forward. 
 
Staffing within the Partnership - Members were assured that the 
significant staffing changes and challenges had now been resolved 
following a change to Senior Leadership in DMBC and the Children’s 
Trust as well as through a new appointment to the Chair of the 
Doncaster Children’s Safeguarding Board. 
 
It was commented that collectively the partnership had worked well in 
light of pressures faced, such as the number of staff isolating or 
shielding, high levels of illness, experiences and stresses involved.  
Members were told how as a partnership and through senior leadership 
they had wrapped around staff to make sure they had been able to stay 
at work and redeploy where necessary, providing the confidence to 
keep levels of staffing safe 
 
Members provided thanks and appreciation to all staff involved. 
 
Safeguarding Performance – Reference was made to the identified 
weakness in the strategic ‘line of sight’ to practice.  It was explained 
that this related to the work of the Partnership Improvement Board and 
the challenges around the partnership, quality and recruitment 
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following both the floods and then the Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
It was noted that there was now a focus on driving improvement and 
how as part of the improvement plan, through an immediate and timely 
response, this had included additional resources in supporting staff (in 
particular into the social care “front door”) with more Social Workers 
and support around reducing caseloads and extra Early Help workers. 
 
Special Educational Needs (Education Health and Care Plans and 
Assessments) – It was explained that the delay had been due to 
challenges presented as a result of the renewed focus from all partners 
and schools to respond to the pandemic and ensure that safety 
measures were in place.  It was clarified that the process was part of a 
multi-partner approach, with challenges such as obtaining professional 
reports and meeting the child within the statutory 20-week timeframe. 
 
Members were told that as we move out of the pandemic and 
challenges are reduced, then our ability to meet those deadlines should 
see an improvement. 
 
Locality Delivery – It was explained that locality working would form 
part of the wider partner improvement plan for which a detailed project 
plan was currently being developed. It was outlined that Phase 1 would 
see additional support around step down, piloting the localities model in 
the south of Borough followed by an evaluation.  It was anticipated that 
this model would be rolled out around June 2021.  
 
Issues and Challenges – Members were told how a number of key 
areas would continue, such as; 
 

 Mental health 

 The reintegration of children into educational settings (in addition to 
catching-up with friends and groups) 

 Domestic abuse 

 Deprivation and impact on families and children  

Members were pleased to hear about the level of strength shown 
through the quality of senior leadership, successful partnership work, 
collaborations and what had been delivered within the school system to 
keep children safe and well.  Members also recognised the innovative 
thinking and what had been achieved, particularly in comparison to 
neighbouring authorities.   
 
The Panel stated that they would therefore welcome any learning 
review of the work undertaken by the Children and Families Cell that 
would reflect on what has worked well and what outcomes have been 
achieved. It was acknowledged that some areas of reflection on the 
last year may have already been undertaken or was already planned 
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across the system.  It was recognised that there was now a period of 
recovery taking place to assess and prioritise what opportunities were 
available going forward. 
 
Areas Of Good Practice – It was highlighted to Members that there 
had been regular weekly meetings of Social and Emotional Mental 
Health group ongoing since May 2020, which had brought together 
many different partners to provide wrap around care in a responsive 
safeguarding way.  It was noted that Doncaster might be the only 
Borough to that take that approach, and the group had been 
recognised what has been presented nationally.  
 
A Young Adviser stated how pleased they were that there were so 
many systems in place and felt excited for the future. 
 
It is recommended that the Panel note: 
 
i.  The strength of the partnership response to the pandemic in 

Doncaster in keeping children and young people safe, and how it 
quickly mobilised to put in place robust and effective support, in 
extremely challenging times; 

 
ii.  The role and scope of the Partnership Board and its commitment 

to improvement as part of recovery and resilience, and that by 
doing so, will effectively manage demand; and 

 
iii. That the Panel would therefore welcome any learning review of 

the work undertaken by the Children and Families Cell that would 
reflect on what has worked well and what outcomes have been 
achieved; and 

 
iv. That the Panel would also like to continue its consideration of key 

issues arising from the recovery and resilience phase through the 
new Partnership Recovery and Resilience Board and Plan through 
its workplan going forward. 

 

7.   DONCASTER CHILDREN'S SAFEGUARDING BOARD ANNUAL 
REPORT  
 

 

 The Panel considered the 2019/20 Annual Report of the Doncaster 
Safeguarding Children’s Partnership and the approach set out for 
2020/2021.  It was explained that it was the first full year covered by 
the new legislative requirements outlined in Working Together to 
Safeguard Children 2018.  Members heard how the new arrangements 
had been initiated from 1 April 2019 and it was explained that the next 
annual report to cover April 2020 to March 2021, would be published in 
July 2021. 
 
In terms of areas for improvement, it was explained that the partnership 
was an ongoing process with agencies developing reports and forming 
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a better understanding with each other.  It was considered that the 
partnership was developing an improved strategic overview in 
relationship to working together and that the new Chair was bringing to 
it a certain level of experience.  It was commented that people 
continued to work together effectively although there were areas for 
improvement such as strengthening the voice of the child. 
 
Youth Offending and Prevention – Concern was raised about those 
children and young people who had entered the criminal system and 
what was in place to prevent them from reoffending.  Members were 
informed that there was an Exploitation Sub-Group with a combined 
multi-agency approach that would consider such issues. 
 
It was reported that there had been a significant reduction in youth 
related crime over the past few years (in particular with first time 
entrants) into the youth offending service.  It was recognised that 
although there was strength in some of the partnership response, 
further work could be done and opportunities better utilised. 
 
In addition, in terms of employment, reference was made to further 
work being undertaken with the Doncaster Chamber, opportunity 
areas, apprenticeship work, careers and advice, and access to 
employment and training.  In addition, it was noted how there would be 
further targeted youth work following the easing of restrictions. 
 
It was continued that it was important to recognise the value of 
aspirations in the community, developing the emotional intelligence of 
children and young people and building upon that resilience early on by 
investing in their future.  
 
There was a brief conversation around the potential of restorative 
justice practices with young people and it was believed that the Youth 
Offending Service undertakes this. The Assistant Director of Early 
Intervention and Localities offered to find out more information on this 
practice to be provided to the Panel. 
 
Members were reminded of the Youth Offending Plan that would be 
considered by scrutiny. 
 
The Panel resolved to note; 
 
i. the Annual Report (19/20) in Appendix 1; and 

ii. the format and approach for the next Annual Report (20/21) 
 

8.   OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY WORK PLAN AND COUNCIL'S 
FORWARD PLAN OF KEY DECISIONS  
 

 

 The Senior Governance Officer presented the 2020/21 Scrutiny Work 
Plan for consideration and reminded Members of the current Forward 
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Plan of key decisions. 
  
There was a brief discussion around future items for the Overview and 
Scrutiny future workplan following the meeting’s discussions. 
  
RESOLVED the Overview and Scrutiny Work Plan 2020/21 and 
Forward Plan of key decisions be noted. 
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Report 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
                    
The Chair and Members of the Children and Young People Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee 
 
THEME:  SAFEGUARDING TO INCLUDE CHILDREN’S SOCIAL CARE WITH THE EARLY 
HELP ELEMENT OF FOCUS 
 

Relevant Cabinet Member(s) Wards Affected Key Decision 

Councillor Rachael Blake 
Councillor Lani-Mae Ball 
 

All No 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to provide the Chair and Members of the Committee with 

an overview, of how local services work together to safeguard children and to promote 
their welfare. This includes relevant statutory guidance that outlines what is expected at 
a local level, the role of early help and the importance of acting early, the role of the 
safeguarding business unit and the remit of the Children’s Trust, who are the main 
provider of Children’s Social Care. 

 
EXEMPT REPORT 
 
2. There are no exemptions.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
3. It is recommended that the committee note:  
 

•  The statutory requirements and how these are enacted locally 
•  The importance of early help in safeguarding children, and the benefits of providing 

support at the earliest possible stage. 
 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE CITIZENS OF DONCASTER? 
 
4.  The services described in the report set out the arrangements to safeguard and 

promote the welfare of children and young people in Doncaster. A key aspect of these 
arrangements is to offer families the right help at the right time and by doing so, 
enable children and young people to be brought up within their family wherever 
possible.    

 

Date: 16 September 2021                                 
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 2 

BACKGROUND 
 
5.  Working Together to Safeguard Children, A guide in inter-agency working to safeguard 

and promote the welfare of children (2018) provides the statutory guidance for all 
organisations and agencies who have functions relating to children. The following is 
taken from page 11 of the guidance. 

 

  In order that organisations, agencies, and practitioners collaborate effectively, it is 
vital that everyone working with children and families, including those who work with 
parents/carers, understands the role they should play and the role of other 
practitioners. They should be aware of, and comply with, the published 
arrangements set out by the local safeguarding partners.  

  This statutory guidance sets out key roles for individual organisations and agencies 
to deliver effective arrangements for safeguarding. It is essential that these 
arrangements are strongly led and promoted at a local level, specifically by local 
area leaders, including local authority Chief Executives and Lead Members of 
Children’s Services, Mayors, the Police and Crime Commissioner and through the 
commitment of chief officers in all organisations and agencies, in particular those 
representing the three safeguarding. 

  The guidance identifies different types of activity that aim to safeguard and promote 
the welfare of children, which is defined as: 

 
a) protecting children from maltreatment  
b) preventing impairment of children’s mental and physical health or development  
c) ensuring that children are growing up in circumstances consistent with the 

provision of safe and effective care  
d) taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes  

 
Early Help  
 
6. Early Help is not a service but a way of ‘thinking’ and ‘working’ through a collaborative 

approach between services with families. It is about prevention and earlier intervention, 
by providing support to families when a need is identified or as soon as a problem 
emerges, at any point in a child’s life. This can be from the point of conception through 
to the teenage years, to prevent or reduce the need for statutory services. Statutory 
guidance in each nation of the UK highlights the importance of providing early 
intervention, rather than waiting until a child or family’s situation escalates. 

 Working Together to Safeguard Children (2018, P13) states:  
 

1. Providing early help is more effective in promoting the welfare of children than 
reacting later. Early help means providing support as soon as a problem emerges, 
at any point in a child’s life, from the foundation years through to the teenage years. 
Early help can also prevent further problems arising; for example, if it is provided as 
part of a support plan where a child has returned home to their family from care, or 
in families where there are emerging parental mental health issues or drug and 
alcohol misuse. 
 

2. Effective early help relies upon local organisations and agencies working together 
to: 
• identify children and families who would benefit from early help 
• undertake an assessment of the need for early help 
• provide targeted early help services to address the assessed needs of a child 

and their family which focuses on activity to improve the outcomes for the child. 
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3.  Local authorities, under section 10 of the Children Act 2004, have a responsibility to 
promote inter-agency co-operation to improve the welfare of all children. 

 
7. The Early Help Foundation state that “Early intervention means identifying and 

providing effective early support to children and young people who are at risk of poor 
outcomes.” Effective early intervention works to prevent problems occurring, or to 
tackle them head-on when they do, before problems get worse. It also helps to foster a 
whole set of personal strengths and skills that prepare a child for adult life. 

8. Early intervention can take different forms, from home visiting programmes to support 

vulnerable parents, to school-based programmes to improve children’s social and 

emotional skills, to mentoring schemes for young people who are vulnerable to 

involvement in crime. While some have argued that early intervention may have its 

strongest impact when offered during the first few years of life, the best evidence shows 

that effective interventions can improve children’s life chances at any point during 

childhood and adolescence. 

9. Strong families are essential to the well-being of children, adults and communities.  
Doncaster is operating a Whole Family Approach based on a ‘think family’ approach.  
Think Family means securing bettering outcomes for adults, children and families by 
coordinating the support and delivery of services from all organisations. While families 
are made up individuals, their challenges and successes are interdependent.  The 
whole family approach is about placing equal priority on the needs of the adults and 
children, enabling a seamless collaboration between services to meet the needs of the 
family.  

 
10. Early Intervention for children/young people often focusses on supporting four key 

aspects of child development – their physical, cognitive, behavioural, and social and 
emotional development – where it has the potential to make the biggest difference and 
provide benefits throughout a person’s life. 
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11. Physical development involves children’s physical health, maturation and the 
presence or absence of a physical disability, and it provides the basis for positive 
development in all other areas. Physical outcomes targeted by early intervention 
activities include improving birth outcomes, reducing the incidence of infectious 
diseases and decreasing childhood obesity. 

12. Cognitive development includes children’s acquisition of speech and language skills, 
their ability to read and write, their numeracy capabilities and their understanding of 
logical problem solving. Positive cognitive development is strongly associated with a 
child’s success in school and entry into the workforce. Cognitive outcomes typically 
targeted by early intervention include performance on standardised tests, school 
achievement, and higher education and employment opportunities once they leave 
school. 

13. Behavioural development involves children’s ability to monitor and regulate their own 
behaviour, attention and impulses. Children’s self-regulatory skills are highly associated 
with their ability to form positive relationships with others, as well as their success in 
school. Behavioural self-regulation difficulties during childhood are highly predictive of 
children’s involvement in criminal activity during the teenage years and adulthood. 
Behavioural outcomes frequently targeted by early intervention include reducing 
antisocial behaviour and crime, violence and aggression at school, and affiliation with 
antisocial peers. 

14. Social and emotional development involves children’s awareness of their own 
emotional needs and the emotional needs of others. Social and emotional development 
also encompasses the development of children’s self-esteem and their ability to 
manage negative feelings. Social and emotional development is strongly associated 
with a child’s ability to form positive relationships with others and a reduced risk of 
depression and other mental health outcomes. Early intervention outcomes associated 
with children’s social and emotional development include increasing pro-social 
behaviour, improving self-esteem and reducing the incidence of clinically diagnosed 
mental health problems. 

 
15. In Doncaster we use Early Help as the umbrella term that describes our continuum of 

service responses from universal/additional needs (level 1 and 2) to multiple or complex 
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needs (level 3) for individual children and families wherever they live in Doncaster and 
whenever needs arise. 

 
Data and Intelligence 

16. So what does the data and intelligence tell us? Doncaster’s early help pathway has 
seen 3554 referrals between February and July this year; at a locality level this breaks 
down into 932 from Central, 732 from East, 865 from South, and 969 from North. As at 
the end of Q1 2021-2022 there are 1017 children and young people accessing support 
at level 2 evidenced on the case management system and 1174 at level 3.   

17. Across level 2 and level 3, Education remains the key agency holding the Lead 
Practitioner role (43.9%), with DCST holding 32.4% and Doncaster Council holding 
18.7% of cases. Health hold 3.7% and Voluntary Organisations hold 3.4%. Education 
has continue to reduce from 52.3% in Q1 to 43.9% in Q1, Health have reduced from 
5.8% to 3.7%, Voluntary have reduced from 4.5% to 3.4%. Increases can be seen in 
DSCT 28.3% in Q1 to 32.4% in Q1 and Doncaster Council from 9.1% in Q1 to 16.7% in 
Q4. 

18. The main sources of these referrals have been family members who account for 22.6% 
of them, schools who account for 15.1%, South Yorkshire Police who account for 
11.5%, and social care who account for 9.1% of the referrals.  

19. When breaking down those referrals by primary need, the mains ones were emotional 
wellbeing accounting 22.5% of all recorded needs, followed by parenting which 
accounted for 16.6% of recorded needs, behaviour (meaning support for children’s 
behaviour) which accounted for 14.2% of recorded needs, and educational support 
which accounted for 8.9% of recorded needs. 

20. Having a single case management system to hold Level 3 cases across the partnership 
is a strength in Doncaster.  We are able to demonstrate outcomes across the 
partnership. 

 
21. The partnership has two “main bellwether” indicators for Early Help Outcomes:   
 

  Improvement in family resilience and reduced risk evidenced through a percentage 
decrease in vulnerability level between allocation and closure (Continuum of Need). 
In Quarter 1 of 2021/22 72% of closed cases evidence increased confidence and the 
ability of parents and carers to support and provide for their family through the 
Outcome Star process.  This figure is at the highest it has been for nearly two years 
and above the target of 65%.  Increase in the confidence and ability of parents and 
carers to support and provide for their family evidenced through the Outcome Star 
process. In Quarter 1 of 2021/22, vulnerability levels decreasing from the start to the 
end of an early help case improved from 56.2% in Q1 2020/21 to 61.1%. This still 
remains below the 65% target. 
 

22. In addition to the main bellwether indicators, each family has a Family Star and maybe 
a My Star, which demonstrates improved outcomes in a visual format, which families 
like.      
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Family Star from across the partnership (Level 2 and Level 3):  

 

 
  

Quality of Early Help 

23. Localities and Early Intervention Service (Doncaster Council) is committed to providing 
excellent early help, in partnership with internal and external stakeholders, children, 
young people and their families by developing an organisation that encourages 
continuous learning from both successes and challenges. 

 
24. The Early Help Quality Assurance Framework sets out the mechanisms through which 

the quality of service delivery and its impact will be measured and evidenced to support 
the continuous improvement of working practices across the partnership in Doncaster. It 
is essential that the partners delivering early help service ensures the highest quality 
and effectiveness of its delivery in order to improve outcomes for children, young people 
and families. The Early Help Practice and Performance Sub-Group, which reports to the 
Early Help Steering Group is accountable for ensuring continuous improvements and 
effective practice.  

 
25. To support this approach Early Help Pathway Leads and Early Help Coordinators 

provide information, advice and guidance across the partnership to ensure high quality 
early help assessments, team around the family plans, processes and interventions.  
The team provide high support and high challenge, ensuring families receive the right 
support at the right time. 

  
26. Early Help Audits are undertaken monthly by the Early Help Coordinators, Lead 

Practitioner and Families, to assure ourselves of the quality of work undertaken and the 
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impact of this for children, young people and families in Doncaster. Audits also act as a 
reviewing mechanism to ensure compliance with policies, procedures, legislation and 
guidance. Learning takes places during and after the audits to drive forward continuous 
improvements.   

 
27. High quality early help training is vital for our continuous improvement. This training is 

delivered by the Early Help Pathway Leads and Early Help Coordinators across the 
partnership and is a vehicle for disseminate learning for local and national audits, 
learning lessons reviews and child safeguarding reviews. 

Local Solutions Groups 

28. A key part of the Early Help landscape is the emergence of the Local Solutions 
Approach that forms part of the wider Localities Model, which is captured below. 

 

29. The Innovation Unit were commissioned to develop an understanding of why demand 
was increasing on the Children’s Social Care Front Door and what the partnership could 
do to mitigate against it. The report, titled Reducing Demand to the Front Door of Social 
Care highlighted four weaknesses in the system, still present today in many instances, 
which needed to be addressed: 

 
1. People feel disempowered and unsupported, so practice is risk-averse and defensive 
2. Tight and controlled processes get in the way of what really matters to families 
3. People are working hard but not working together. 
4. The system is perpetuating the problem. 

 
30. In short, the system in Doncaster was found at times to be overburdened with process, 

and in parts siloed, with a culture of professional disempowerment that impacted on 
professionals’ opportunities for working together at a local level, building relationships 
with each other and their communities.  
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31. The impact of this is, children and families are often put into formal pathways, which are 
often (expensive) targeted and specialist services, when they don’t need to be and/ or 
too late. An example being the Social Care Front Door where around a half of all 
referrals are being passed down into Early Help, many of which haven’t had any 
previous Early Help support. The pandemic has placed further pressure on the system 
around children and young people’s mental health, domestic abuse, neglect and 
impacts mainly on those living in households where there are vulnerabilities.  

 
32. Therefore, lots of work was completed by partners to think through how this could be 

best resolved and this resulted in the Local Solutions Approach, which has the following 
principles. 

 

• Work at a hyperlocal level to spot issues early and intervene early where required. 
• Build on the rich examples of evidenced based practice to embed a common set of 

principles and practice that are asset based. 
• Empower frontline staff to act together and focus on building relationships with each 

other, their communities, ward members and families, which in turn will streamline 
processes. The focus will be on creating an environment for effective day to day 
conversations and working together, underpinned by common aims, values and 
goals. 

• Put lived experiences and voice at the forefront so that families shape what we do. 
• Local organisations and public services work together and build better places 

together, with practitioners having a real connection to place. Community led- 
relational based approach. 

• A whole family strengths-based approach that helps families to achieve their goals 
and builds their ability to tackle challenges themselves. 

• Collective Impact approach, that brings important stakeholders together, to tackle 
social problems and the need to create the five conditions for success: common 
agenda, shared measurements, mutually reinforcing activities, constant 
communication and a backbone organisation 

 
33. The emphasis of the model is to enable a culture shift across the partnership that 

enables effective joint working along a spectrum of integration and ensures better 
outcomes for families as opposed to the creation and implementation of a single 
practice model. The model is designed to give space to practitioners to utilise the 
evidence-based approaches they feel best support families and their need and 
vulnerabilities; be that signs of safety, trauma informed approaches, or other tailored 
approaches. 

 
34. The journey from conceptualisation to the expanded operating model 

The operating model has been tested in various forms since its conceptualisation in 
2018. It has been a journey of refinement and expansion and can be summarised in the 
following way: 

 
Phase 1: Pilots in Denaby & Hexthorpe 
This was the first field testing of the approach in narrow footprints within Denaby & 
Hexthorpe. The primary focus centred on proving the concept that bringing teams 
together in communities to respond to need can lead to quicker, more integrated 
responses. The high-level findings from this work were that not only did staff have 
closer relationships and work more collaboratively both amongst themselves and with 
the community but, by shifting the focus away from formalised assessment routes, 
initial response times reduced from 45 days to 3 days. This had a notable impact on 
the experience families had and their outcomes, 
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Phase 2: Crisis response to the floods and pandemic 
When the flooding hit, it was decided to co-opt the arrangements in Denaby & 
Hexthorpe by creating parallel arrangements in communities affected by the flooding, to 
co-ordinate place-based responses and tackle low level and universal need that came 
about because of the flooding. This was then further expanded upon in the response to 
the pandemic when four, locality wide local solutions groups were created to facilitate 
multi-agency responses to low level need. This ended up demonstrating the 
scalability of the model and emphasised the model’s ability to support and 
manage demand.  

 
Phase 3: The South Prototype 
In May 2020, work on the prototype in the south began. It was designed to be broader 
than the pilots in Denaby and Hexthorpe by incorporating elements of the community 
safety agenda previously delivered by the operational meetings underneath the Safer 
Stronger Doncaster Partnership; case identification meetings (CIMs), neighbourhood 
action meetings (NAGs), and joint action meetings (JAGs). It was also more aligned to 
strategic priorities around service integration, locality delivery, and implementing an all-
age approach. Again this has proven to be effective, with over 70% of enquiries being 
see, solved and sealed within 72hrs, meaning families are getting the support they need 
at the earliest possible stage. Feedback from staff and residents has been very positive 
and the next step is to develop a feasibility impact assessment on how best to roll this 
our across the Borough. 

 

Family Hubs  

35. Family Hubs role within this centre on the fact they are seen within communities as ‘the 
go to place’ an access point for both families and professionals to gain information 
advice and guidance. This supports early help at an early point in a child’s life. This 
provides families and professionals with the best opportunity to address potential issue 
or problem quickly and more effectively leading to better outcomes for all.  Family Hubs 
and partners working in and through Hubs offer support around; Health and 
Development, Relationship support for Family Stability, Employment support and 
Childcare and Supporting Families with Complex needs. 

 

36. At the height of lockdown, the Council ensured that 5 Family Hub buildings remained 
open to ensure that essential health services, particularly those relating to maternity 
services, could continue to operate. As soon as was safe to do so all 12 Family Hub 
buildings were opened and a broader, though not complete, offer of services is 
available. These services, operating an appointment-based system, include midwifery, 
health visiting, family group conferencing, family time and children’s social care activity 
performed by Social Workers and Parenting and Family Support Workers.  

 
37. Following the government’s roadmap to recovery services have increased whilst still 

maintaining a blended approach to delivery incorporating virtual delivery and support. 
Services have focussed on supporting mental health and reducing isolation particularly 
for new parents, this included face-to-face groups. 

 
38. Advice and guidance being offered through social media channels has reached a broad 

audience with an average of 60,000 views per week or over 403,388 views in total from 
1st April to date. This has translated to over 15,000 families being signposted to online 
services that are tailored to meet any identified need. This can be anything from 
emotional support through to providing resources and ideas to entertain children.  

 

39. More targeted services continue to be delivered virtually. 1893 learners are registered 
on the free online parenting course with evaluations demonstrating a reduction in 
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conflict between parents and their children and a maintained closeness between them. 
The Young Carers team and Parent Engagement Workers continue to work with 
families open for a Young Carers Assessment or Early Help Assessment; weekly 
contact has been maintained with these families with 2,534 phone calls made since 30th 
March 2020.  

 
40. From 1st July 2020 – 30th June 2021, in total, Family Hubs have provided 7226 families 

with over 22,535 elements of support during the crisis. The next phase of work is to 
explore which elements of the Family Hub offer we retain and then strengthen, in 
addition to identifying emerging needs and new areas of work within their communities. 

 
Doncaster Safeguarding Children’s Partnership 

41. Doncaster Clinical Commissioning Group, South Yorkshire Police and Doncaster 
Council with Doncaster Children’s Services Trust are designated by the Children and 
Social Work Act 2017 as statutory ‘safeguarding partners’ for Doncaster borough, and 
as such we are accountable for the effectiveness of the local arrangements to keep 
children safe. Safeguarding is, however, everyone’s responsibility, and through the 
Doncaster Safeguarding Children Partnership we are working together with a wide 
range of other agencies including health services, schools, early years settings, social 
care, and voluntary, community and faith organisations. 

42. Our vision is clear: 

We work together to help Doncaster children and young people to be safe! 

The four Safeguarding Partners accountable officers are as follows: 

 Damian Allen, Chief Executive, Doncaster Council 

 James Thomas, Chief Executive, Doncaster Children’s Services Trust 

 Mel Palin, Chief Superintendent, South Yorkshire Police 

 Jackie Pederson, Chief Officer, Doncaster Clinical Commissioning Group 

 

The Structure of the Safeguarding Partnership 
 
43. Chief Officers’ Safeguarding Overview Partnership for Children and Adults 

(COSOP) 
The Chief Officers’ Safeguarding Overview Partnership is the location at which the four 
safeguarding partners’ accountable officers meet to agree safeguarding arrangements 
and act as a strategic leadership group meeting. It is chaired by one of the four partners 
by rotation and meets on a quarterly basis. They are supported also by the Chief 
Executives of Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS Foundation Trust and 
Doncaster and Bassetlaw Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. In addition by 
John Goldup, Independent Scrutineer who attends to provide independent scrutiny and 
challenge to the Safeguarding Children Partnership. This high-level group also has 
oversight for Doncaster Safeguarding Adults Board, and has strong links through its 
members to other strategic partnerships i.e. Children & Young People’s Partnership, 
the Community Safety Partnership, and Health & Wellbeing Board. 

   
44. Doncaster Safeguarding Children’s Partnership  
 

 Doncaster Safeguarding Children’s Partnership has a more operational and tactical 
focus and meets quarterly. The purpose is to develop policy and procedures for 
safeguarding, to scrutinise the work and performance of the safeguarding partner 
agencies and other relevant agencies in delivering their statutory safeguarding 
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responsibilities and promote the welfare of children. Members are senior officers who 
hold operational and tactical safeguarding responsibilities that have been delegated to 
them by the Chief Officers of their agencies. The agencies represented include those 
represented in the Chief Officers’ Safeguarding Overview Group and other key relevant 
agencies.  Follow link for further details https://dscp.org.uk/about-doncaster-
safeguarding-children-partnership  

 
45. Doncaster Safeguarding Children & Adults Partnership 
 In order to allow Doncaster Safeguarding Children Partnership to have closer links to 

the Doncaster Safeguarding Adult Board the Doncaster Safeguarding Children and 
Adult Partnership meetings are held quarterly to focus on the whole family working 
agenda.  This has a mixed agenda of joint Boards business, presentations, workshops, 
consultations, etc.  These meetings are attended by members of the Safeguarding 
Children’s Partnership and Doncaster Safeguarding Adult Board and chaired by John 
Goldup, Independent Scrutineer. 

 
46. Sub-Groups and Task Groups 
 The Doncaster Safeguarding Children Partnership delegates functions to a set of 

standing Sub-groups, and also from time to time Task and Finish Groups.  The above 
sub-groups have delegated responsibility for the Doncaster Safeguarding Children’s 
Partnership delivery plan 2021/22. https://dscp.org.uk/about-doncaster-safeguarding-
children-partnership 

 
47. Safeguarding Business Unit 
 The work of the Chief Officers’ Safeguarding Overview Partnership, the Doncaster 

Safeguarding Children Partnership, Doncaster Safeguarding Adult Board and its 
respective sub groups are supported by a jointly funded single business unit, which 
provides dedicated high-level administrative support to all meetings of the partnerships 
and its sub structure.  In addition providing project support, advice and guidance to all 
sub groups in delivering the partnerships statutory duties, functions and business plans. 

    
Services provided by Doncaster Children’s Services Trust 

48. The Trust is an Arm’s Length Management Organisation (ALMO) commissioned by 
DMBC. It provides a range of services across Tiers Three and Four of the levels of need 
as described in the Multi-agency Threshold Document (on page 8), although the 
majority of the work of the Trust is at Tier Four. All children with a social worker are 
judged to need support at Tier 4 in Doncaster. The Trust offer services within five key 
thematic areas, which are as follows: 

  Parent and Family Support Service – This service is part of the wider early help 

offer and works with families with complex needs that are not judged to be so 

serious that they require a social worker to be involved. PAFSS is a Tier 3 service. 

  Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) – the MASH is the place that takes all 

contacts about families that we are not currently working with. The MASH is made 

up of key partners such as Police, Probation, Health and Social Care. Decisions are 

made about which families require further assessment by a social worker, which 

families can be dealt with through the provision of early help and which families 

should be signposted to other services.  

  Assessment Service – This service undertakes the initial assessment of families 

where the concerns are felt to be sufficiently serious that a social worker needs to be 

involved in deciding next steps. The assessment may result in the child receiving 

longer-term support from the Trust, although the assessment itself should be part of 
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the process of helping families. As with all work that we do it should be done with the 

family rather than to them.  

  Area Child Protection Service (ACPS) – ACPS undertake longer-term work with 

children and families who need more specialist help. They work with children in 

need, including children subject to a protection plan and children who are the subject 

of legal proceedings. Legal proceedings are initiated where the concerns about a 

child are judged to be so serious that they cannot safely remain with their family.  

  Children in Care and Care Leavers - This service supports children who have a 

plan of long-term care. One aspect of this is work undertaken alongside the South 

Yorkshire Regional Adoption Agency to place children with adoptive families. The 

care leavers service work with young people from the age of 18 up to the age of at 

least 21, although support continues to be available where needed until a young 

person reaches the age of 25.  

 
49. In addition to the services set out above, the Trust provides a range of other services 

to support vulnerable young people, e.g. Youth Offending Service, which works with 
young people who are, or are at risk of becoming, involved with the criminal justice 
system. 

 
Understanding Impact 

50. The Trust has a range of internal and external quality assurance frameworks. Externally 
the Ofsted ILACS inspection framework focusses on the majority of services the Trust 
provides. A key element of the framework is the production of an annual self-evaluation, 
which forms the basis of an annual conversation with Ofsted about key strengths, 
challenges and the plans in place to further strengthen practice. Children’s homes are 
individually inspected, as are Fostering and Adoption services in Doncaster. The Youth 
Offending Service is separately inspected and has to produce an annual youth justice 
plan. Internally the Trust’s Quality Assurance Framework brings together performance 
measures with other insights into the quality and impact of our work, e.g. audit findings, 
feedback from Child Protection Chairs and Independent Reviewing Officers. There are a 
range of potential measures that the Scrutiny Panel may find helpful in understanding 
performance. There are 39 targets set out in the Trust contract with the Council, some 
of which were revised in response to the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic. Four of 
the targets were suspended as a consequence of Covid-19 and two of the targets are 
annual measures. 

 
51. Of the remaining 33 revised monthly targets: 

 21 exceeded target 

 Six are within tolerance 

 Six are outside of tolerance 

52. One of the targets outside of tolerance relate to adoption timeliness, which is a highly 
volatile performance measure as it includes small numbers of children and young 
people. Another relates to the timeliness of care proceedings, which is a challenge in 
many places as a consequence of the pandemic. A further target relates to the length of 
intervention from Parent and Family Support Service (PAFSS), which is challenging due 
to the length of intervention including the number of days children have been open to 
the partnership prior to transferring to PAFSS. Of the remaining targets: 
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  Percentage of cases audited graded as “Good” or better - This metric remains 
below target. However, there was improved performance in June with 68% of audits 
graded as good or better.  

  Percentage of Children in Need that have been open for > 2 Years - There are 
728 CIN children open over 2 years from a total open cohort of 2216 (33%). Those 
over 2 years are for a variety of reasons; some will have stepped down from Public 
Law Outline (PLO) and/or Child Protection. There are consistent reviews ensuring the 
plans are appropriate and to ensure no drift or delay.  

  Percentage of Child Protection Plans lasting two years or more for child 
protection plans which have ended during the year - There were 156 plans end 
during the 1st quarter, 15  (9.6%) of which had lasted for two years or longer. The 
reasons for this vary and will include families involved in the PLO process and families 
where there is a significant change in circumstance.  

 
53. In addition to these challenges, another key issue faced by the Trust is the availability of 

suitable placements for children in care in Doncaster, particularly for those with complex 
needs. The Trust is working closely with colleagues from the council to address this 
through the Future Placement Strategy. 

  
54. There is evidence of some positive practice in a number of areas, e.g.  
  

  Percentage Children in Need with an Appropriate and Current Plan in Place - 
Performance is consistently above tolerance and moved into above target during 
quarter 1 with 1,663 out of 1,719 (97%) having an appropriate plan in place.   

  Percentage of cases where the lead social worker has seen the child/young 
person in accordance with the timescales specified in the child protection plan 
- For all children who were the subject of a child protection plan during the year 96% 
of children were seen within the previous four weeks.  

  Percentage of Initial Child Protection Conferences achieved within the 
statutory 15-day timescale - ICPCs held within 15 working days continues to be a 
strength for the Trust with 147 out of 150 (98%) children who were the subject of an 
to ICPCs completed within 15 working days.   

  Percentage of care leavers the LA is in touch with - Continued use of the case 
tracking and management oversight means we are consistently in touch with 201 out 
of 202 of care leavers. There is a good understanding of the other young person and 
ongoing attempts to establish contact. 

 
OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
54.  This section is not applicable.  
 
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDED OPTION 

 
55. This section is not applicable.  

 
IMPACT ON THE COUNCIL’S KEY OUTCOMES 
 
56. 

Outcomes Implications  

Doncaster Working: Our vision is for more 
people to be able to pursue their ambitions through 
work that gives them and Doncaster a brighter and 
prosperous future; 

The work undertaken to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of children is critically 
important to each of the Council’s outcomes. 
Research consistently demonstrates that 
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 Better access to good fulfilling work 

 Doncaster businesses are supported to flourish 

  Inward Investment 
 

adverse childhood experiences significantly 
impact on outcomes for children and that this 
impact is likely to an enduring impact into 
adulthood. Early Help Assessments and 
Family plans support adults to develop their 
skills with the aim of gaining employment. 

Doncaster Living: Our vision is for Doncaster’s 
people to live in a borough that is vibrant and full of 
opportunity, where people enjoy spending time; 
 

 The town centres are the beating heart of 
Doncaster 

 More people can live in a good quality, 
affordable home 

 Healthy and Vibrant Communities through 
Physical Activity and Sport 

 Everyone takes responsibility for keeping 
Doncaster Clean 

 Building on our cultural, artistic and sporting 
heritage 

 

Through the provision of holistic people and 
place based support in local solutions groups 
and the vulnerable families pilot we are able 
to: 

 Support residents and families to become 
resilient within their own community; 

 Connect residents to local opportunities, 
reducing social isolation and increasing 
physical activity; 

 Work in true partnership to understand 
the needs of communities and identity 
gaps to inform resources planning;  

Strengthen community and third sector 
groups through access to financial resources. 

Doncaster Learning: Our vision is for learning 
that prepares all children, young people and adults 
for a life that is fulfilling; 
 

 Every child has life-changing learning 
experiences within and beyond school 

 Many more great teachers work in Doncaster 
Schools that are good or better 

 Learning in Doncaster prepares young people 
for the world of work 

The Whole Family Approach within early help 
supports children, young people and adults to 
continuously adapt, learn, grow and develop. 
We support families to become stronger, 
enabling access to the right support at the 
right time. Supporting adults to grow and 
achieve their aspirations.    

Doncaster Caring: Our vision is for a borough 
that cares together for its most vulnerable 
residents; 
 

 Children have the best start in life 

 Vulnerable families and individuals have support 
from someone they trust 

 Older people can live well and independently in 
their own homes 

 

The processes described in the report set out 
the local measures in place to support 
vulnerable children and families through the 
provision of the right help at the right time.  
 
The work being done under the umbrella of 
early help is tailored to support vulnerable 
families and individuals in the borough. Early 
Help, Family Hubs and Local Solutions 
Groups ensure families and residents have 
access to support at the earliest opportunity 
when individuals, families and practitioners 
start to become worried.  
 
This supports the effective provision of the 
best start in life. By ensuring that Early Years 
services are running, and maternity and 
health visiting services are still available 
through the Family Hub, children in the 
borough have been given the support they 
need to have the best start in life. 

Connected Council:  
 A modern, efficient and flexible workforce 

 Modern, accessible customer interactions 

 Operating within our resources and delivering 
value for money 

 A co-ordinated, whole person, whole life focus 

The work contained within this report relating 
to early intervention contributes to the 
connected council outcomes in the following 
ways; 
 

 Reducing the demand on Children’s 
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on the needs and aspirations of residents 

 Building community resilience and self-reliance 
by connecting community assets and strengths 

 Working with our partners and residents to 
provide effective leadership and governance  

 

and Adult Social Care and more 
costly acute services. 

 Earlier identification of need before 
crisis. Operating within partnership 
resources.  

 Strengths based approach to build 
strong communities and true 
integration at a locality level.   

Service delivery has adapted to meet the 
needs of the customer and the workforce in 
the current climate with more digital and 
virtual delivery 

 
 
RISKS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
 
57. On-going developments within early help to ensure that services are provided to 

families in a safe and effective way that reflects the new and emerging situations in 
Doncaster communities. If the Council and its partners do not take steps to reflect this, it 
could result in: 

 
•  Children and family’s needs not being met at the earliest opportunity which raises the 

risk of crisis occurring and more complex interventions being required. 
•  More children and families end up being escalated up the process leading to a higher 

demand on early help and social care pathways. 
•  Services not being tailored to support communities in their current state leading to 

less effective delivery and worse outcomes for families 
•  A regression in terms of the amount of coordinated multi-agency working which could 

lead to less effective interventions and over-processing families which is more costly 
and less effective. 

 
58. To mitigate these risks, staff from across Team Doncaster are meeting regularly to 

discuss and deliver an effective improvement plan, based on the data and evidence to 
hand, that prioritise meeting community needs at the earliest opportunity. This can be 
evidenced by the Locality Working Model and developing feasibility study, securing 
additional funding from Department of Work and Pensions Workforce Development 
Grant and engagement with emerging strategies like the Education and Skills 2030 
strategy.  
 

59. The impact of the placement market nationally makes it increasingly challenging to 
source appropriate placements for children in care in Doncaster. We are mitigating this 
risk through the Future placement Strategy.  

 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS   [Officer Initials: SRF Date: 16/08/21] 
 
60. The Council is subject to statutory duties in relation to the safeguarding of children, 

some of which is set out within this report. Specific legal advice can be provided in 
relation to any issues arising from the Committee. 

 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  [Officer Initials: AB Date: 10/08/21] 
 
61. There are no specific financial implications arising as a direct result of this report. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS [Officer Initials: CR  Date: 11/08/2021] 
 
62. There are no immediate HR implications arising from the approval of this report 

however, any future changes that impact on the workforce will require HR engagement 
and would involve separate approval as appropriate.  

 
TECHNOLOGY IMPLICATIONS  [Officer Initials: PW  Date: 06/08/2021] 
 
63. There are no specific technology implications in relation to this report. 
 
HEALTH IMPLICATIONS   [Officer Initials: CW Date: 10/08/2021] 
 
64. The impacts of the COVID pandemic on the health and wellbeing of children and young 

people may not be fully realised for years to come, but early indications are that poor 
mental and emotional health has also most certainly increased during the pandemic. 
The pandemic has created additional stresses on children and families such as job 
loss/insecurity; children spending extended periods at home; and reduced access to 
support networks.  

 
65. Previous, existing and emerging safeguarding issues are of particular concern for our 

most vulnerable children given the likelihood that any existing disadvantage will have 
been exacerbated by the COVID pandemic. Given what we know about the effects of 
disadvantage and inequality, safeguarding interventions, including Local Solutions and 
Early Help, should endeavour to access and address ‘root’ causes of issues within the 
families and incorporate supportive measures that help families navigate the 
environments they live in and the assets for good health and wellbeing local to them.  

66. The COVID 19 pandemic has placed additional demand on our health services. Moving 
into the recovery phase, it is important to consider the expectations and ask on our 
health services. Although our health services play a crucial role in safeguarding children 
across Doncaster, they are also vital in maintain and delivering a universal preventative 
offer that will support all families with the tools to build resilience to cope with adversity 
and adapt to change, thereby reducing demand on other services.     

 
EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS   [Officer Initials: SD Date: 16/08/2021] 
 
67. Improved outcomes in all phases will ensure that all children and their family’s needs 

are met; this will increase and strengthen the Early Help Offer and support our 
obligations under the Equality Act 2010.  

 
68. The Council’s responsibility to ensure accessible, good quality Early Help as set out in 

Working Together 2018; and driven through Doncaster Early Help Strategy is enhanced 
by the Local Solutions Model. The model fosters good relations between those who 
have a protected characteristic and those who do not share that protected characteristic 
and ensures fair access to early help for all Doncaster children, young people and their 
families. 

 
CONSULTATION 
 
69. The Trust employs Young Advisors, who work alongside the Executive Management 

Team and Chief Executive to evaluate the impact of our work and shape our priorities. 
Young Advisors are young adults who we have worked with as children and young 
people. One of our young advisors has worked on a national pilot to develop support for 
the mental health of young people in care. This work was very well received and has 
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made an impact on how this work will be progressed nationally  
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
70. Multi-Agency Threshold Document (as referenced in page 11) 

https://dscp.org.uk/sites/default/files/2021-
07/Threshold%20Guidance%20for%20Professionals%202021_1.pdf   

71. Working Together to Safeguard Children (as referenced in page 2) 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachmen
t_data/file/942454/Working_together_to_safeguard_children_inter_agency_guidance.pd
f 
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72.  N/A. 
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY WORK PLAN 2021/22 
 

 
OSMC H&ASC O&S CYP O&S R&H O&S  C&E O&S 

May 

 
Friday 4th June, 2021 at 

3.30pm, MS Teams 
-   

  Work Planning Meeting    

June 

Thurs 3rd June 2021 at 
10am,  MS Teams 

 
Tues 15th June 2021 at 

10am,  MS Teams 
Wed 9th June 2021 at 
10.30am,  MSTeams 

Monday 7th June 2021 at 
2pm,  MS Teams 

 Work Planning Meeting   Work Planning Meeting  Work Planning Meeting  Work Planning Meeting 

Thurs 24th June 2021 at 10am 
Council Chamber (AS/RW) 

    

 Qtrly Finance &  
Performance Report – Qtr 4 
(c) 

o DMBC 
o SLHD 
o DCST 

 Youth Justice Plan (c) 

 Edenthorpe Neighbourhood 
Plan (c) 

    

July 

 
Thurs 1st July 2021 at 10am- 

MS Teams 
Briefing Session (CR) 

Thurs 22nd July 2021 at 
4.30pm Cancelled 

Tues10th August 2021 at 
9am Briefing Meeting  

 
Wed 28th July 2021 at 10am, 

Council Chamber (CM) 

 

 Asset Based Community 
Development and Well 
Doncaster – update and 
Annual Report.  Links with 
Localities, Adult Social Care 
addressing the way people 
live day to day, with a focus 
on local communities 
becoming healthier. (c) 

  

 Sustainability/ 
Environmental Strategy 
update and next steps – 
111 actions and 
maximising funding (c) 

 NEW Social Inclusion 
Alliance Update (c) 

 

P
age 27

A
genda Item
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

 
Tuesday 3rd August, 2021 at 
9.30am – MS Teams Briefing 

meeting (CR) 
    

  Locality working (c)     

 

Tuesday 10th August, 2021 at 
11.00am –  MS Teams  

Briefing Session – postponed 
from 8th July (CR) 

    

  Commissioning (c)     

Aug 

Extraordinary OSMC –  
Thurs 19th August 2021 at 
10am, Council Chamber 

(CR/RW) 

 
Tues 10th August 2021 at 

9am Briefing Meeting (CM) 
  

 Local Plan (c) 

 Doncaster Delivering 
Together (Borough Strategy 
2030) (c) 

 Sprobrough Neighbourhood 
Plan (TBC) (c) 

 

 Children and Young 
People overview including 
relationship with 
Doncaster Children’s 
Services Trust and 
invitation to Young 
Advisors and Youth 
Council (Make Your Mark)  
Further shaping of the 
work plan (c) 

  

Sept 

Thurs 9th Sept 2021 at 10am  
Council Chamber (AS/RW) 

Thurs 30th Sept 2021 at 10am 
Council Chamber 

Thurs 16th Sept 2021 at 
4.30pm 

Council Chamber 
  

 Qtrly Finance &  
Performance Report – Qtr 1 
(c)  

o DMBC 
o SLHD 
o DCST 

 Compliments and 
Complaints (c) 
 

 Changes to NHS working 
(ICS - White Paper) and 
what this will mean for the 
Borough’s residents (timing 
TBC) (c) 

 Joint Strategic Needs 
Assessment (c) 

 

 Safeguarding theme to 
include Children’s Social 
Care with the Early help 
element of focus (c) 
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

Oct 

Thurs 7th Oct 2021 at 10am 
Briefing Session (CM) 

  
Wed 13th Oct 2021 at 10am 

(RW) 
Mon 11th Oct 2021 at 10am 

 Localities (general update 
and the executives 
proposals for Governance) 

  

 Social Housing - Post 
Covid easing restrictions 
– consequences of 
rehousing people in 
temporary 
accommodation (c) 

 Community Safety 
Strategy 

 Flood Planning 
Preparation 

 Domestic Abuse 
Strategy(c) 

Nov 

Thurs 4th Nov 2021 at 10am 
Mon 22nd Nov 2021 at 

1.30pm 
 

Briefing Session 
Date TBC 

 

 

 Winter Planning 

 Update from Doncaster 
and Bassetlaw Teaching 
Hospitals (c) 

 

 Town Deal Doncaster and 
Stainforth – update 
including priorities, next 
steps plus outline of the 
levelling up funding bid for 
the town centre. 

 Town Centre update 
including Waterdale area, 
strategy and plans for, 
Housing, retail, hospitality 
and engagement with 
businesses and how they 
are responding to 
challenges 

 

    
Date TBC 

Council Chamber 
 

    

 Update on the Market 
(MAM contract). 

 Town Centre economy 
including impact from 
Covid, footfall, night-time 
economy, Alfresco dining, 
market economy. 

 

Dec 

Thurs 2nd Dec 2021 at 10am 
Council Chamber (AS/RW) 

 
Thurs 9th Dec 2021 at 

4.30pm 
  

 Qtrly Finance &  
Performance Report – Qtr 2 
(c) 

 
 SEND Strategy and 

Behaviour Transformation 
Programme (pre cabinet 
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

o DMBC 
o SLHD 
o DCST  

 

decision) (to include a 
focus on Education health 
Care plans) 

 Theme Education and 
Skills to include school 
organisation with 
comparators for 
attendance, exclusions, 
NEET, education 
outcomes post 16 
employment and 
education and Big Picture 
(pre cabinet decision) 

 SALT and 
Neurodevelopment 
pathway New 

 Education and Skills 2030 
programme 
 

Jan  

Thurs 27th Jan 2022 at 10am 
(briefing session) 

    

 Budget 
 

  
 

Feb 

Thurs 10th Feb 2022 at 10am 
Council Chamber 

   
Wed 9th Feb 2022 at 10am 

Council Chamber 

 Budget    
 Crime and Disorder 

Committee – theme TBC 
(Police Resources) 

Thurs 24th Feb 2022 at 10am     

     

March 
Thurs 31st March 2022 at 
10am, Council Chamber 

(AS/RW) 

Thurs 3rd March 2022 at 
10am, Council Chamber 

Thurs 17th March 2022 at 
4.30pm 

Wed 9th March 2022 at 10am  
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

 

 Qtrly Finance &  
Performance Report – Qtr 3 

o DMBC 
o SLHD 
o DCST 

 

 Public Health report – link 
with the implications of 
long Covid 

 Young people’s mental 
health and resilience 
(Mental Health strategy 
and implementation Plan 
going to H&WBB in Jan) 

 Children and Young 
People’s Plan (invite 
HASC Scrutiny Panel) 

 Employment programme 
opportunities following 
Covid easing with 
possible invite to DWP 

 Local Plan – update 
including delivery of key 
projects and connectivity  

 

 

Apr 

   
 

 

     

May 

   
  

   
 

 

POSSIBLE ISSUES FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION OR TO BE SCHEDULED 

 

Quarter 4 Performance OSMC 
23rd June, 2022 

Adult Safeguarding Report 
2022 (date TBC) 

 Theme: Sufficiency 

Reports to include 
comparators and best 
practices with comparisons 
to like authorities.  

Impact of Brexit on housing 
improvements – building 
materials and maintenance 
timeframes (TBC – difficult to 
provide full picture at time of 
work planning possibly – link 
with OSMC) 

Environment Strategy strands  
eg. Moorland management, 
tree planting, carbon 
emissions and rewilding 

 

Impact of Brexit on housing 
improvements – building 
materials and maintenance 
timeframes (TBC – difficult to 
provide full picture at time of 
work planning – link with R and 
H) 

Joint Regional Health 
(JHOSC) – as required Chair 
only to attend 

Following issues to be fed into 
the above themes: 
 

 Transition of young 
disabled adults to 
adulthood; 

 Covid theme – impact of 
children being home 
schooled; 

 Domestic Abuse (Youth 
Council/Young Advisors) 

 Veterans – specific area to be 
discussed further 
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  ** 
Please note dates of meetings/rooms/support may change 

FP – Forward Plan Decision 
CR, CM or AS – Officer Responsible 

 

  
 

 

 
Local Plan update Autumn 2022 

Part 1 - CQC Inspection and 
Regulation Update – 
Doncaster Care Quality 
including inspection ratings. 
Covid impact and how care 
providers have risen to the 
challenge 

Part 2 - CQC possible part two 
- Chief Nurse CCG – NHS 
settings 

 

 Doncaster Children’s 
Safeguarding 
Partnership Annual 
Report – to circulate for 
comments 

 

 

Environmental Improvement 
Plan ( timing TBC) 

 
 

Children’s Mental Health – 
CYP leading and Panel is to 
be invited to CYP 17th March 

 
 

Green Space and Parks 
Champion – Briefing note 
update timing TBC 

 
 

Carers Strategy   
 

 
 

Links with Social Care and 
Housing (added following 
discussion with Chair and 
Director) TBC maybe 2022/23 

  

 

BRIEFING NOTES 

 
 

 Adult Safeguarding Annual 
report 2021 to be circulated 

 Housing Allocations Policy  

 

 Substantial Variation – Update 
on merger Scawthorpe/Bentley 

 Preston Model - towns and 
cities transforming community 
wealth building 

 

 
   City Status Bid  
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DONCASTER METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
FORWARD PLAN FOR THE PERIOD 1ST OCTOBER 2021  TO 31ST JANUARY, 2022 

 
The Forward Plan sets out details of all Key Decisions expected to be taken during the next four months by either the Cabinet collectively, The Mayor, 
Deputy Mayor, Portfolio Holders or Officers and is updated and republished each month. 
 
A Key Decision is an executive decision which is likely:- 
 (a)   to result in the Local Authority incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings which are, significant having regard to the 
        Local Authority's budget for the service or function to which the decision relates; or  
 (b)   to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards or  
        electoral divisions in the area of the Local Authority; 
 (c)   any decision related to the approval or variation of the Policy and budget Framework that is reserved to the Full Council. 
 
The level of expenditure/savings which this Authority has adopted as being financially significant are (a) in the case of the revenue budget, gross full-year 
effect of  £250,000 or more b) in the case of capital budget, £1,000,000 or more in respect of a single project or otherwise across one financial year.or the 
decision has a significant impact on 2 or more wards. 

 
Please note in addition to the documents identified in the plan, other documents relevant to a decision may be submitted to the Decision Maker. Details of 
any additional documents submitted can be obtained from the Contact Officer listed against each decision identified in this plan. 
 
In respect of exempt items, if you would like to make written representations as to why a report should be considered in public, please send these to the 
contact officer responsible for that particular decision. Unless otherwise stated, representations should be made at least 14 days before the expected date 
of the decision. 
 

KEY 
Those items in BOLD are NEW  
Those items in ITALICS have been RESCHEDULED following issue 
of the last plan 
 

 

 
Prepared on: 31 August 2021 and superseding all previous Forward Plans with effect from the period identified above. 

 
Damian Allen 

Chief Executive 
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2 

 
 
 

 
MEMBERS OF THE CABINET 

 
 Cabinet Member For: 

 
Mayor - Ros Jones 
Deputy Mayor - Councillor Glyn Jones 
 
Councillor Lani-Mae Ball 
Councillor Nigel Ball 
Councillor Joe Blackham 
Councillor Rachael Blake 
Councillor Phil Cole 
Councillor Mark Houlbrook 
Councillor Jane Nightingale 
Councillor Andrea Robinson 

- Budget and Policy 
- Housing and Business 
 
 Education, Skills and Young People 
- Public Health, Leisure, Culture and Planning 
- Highways, Infrastructure and Enforcement 
- Children’s Social Care, Communities and Equalities 
 Finance 
- Sustainability and Waste 
- Corporate Resources. 
- Adult Social Care 

 
Some Decisions listed in the Forward Plan are to be taken by Full Council 
 
Members of the Full Council are:- 
 
Councillors Nick Allen, Bob Anderson, Duncan Anderson, Lani-Mae Ball, Nigel Ball, Daniel Barwell Iris Beech, Joe Blackham, Rachael Blake, 
Nigel Cannings Glenn Bluff, Laura Bluff, Bev Chapman, James Church, Gemma Cobby, Phil Cole, Jane Cox, Steve Cox, Linda Curran, Amiee 
Dickson, Susan Durant, Sue Farmer, Sean Gibbons, Julie Grace, Martin Greenhalgh, John Healy, Leanne Hempshall, Charlie Hogarth, Mark 
Houlbrook, Debbie Hutchinson, Barry Johnson, Glyn Jones, R. Allan Jones, Ros Jones, Jake Kearsley Majid Khan, Jane Kidd, Sue Knowles, 
Sophie Liu, Tracey Moran, John Mounsey, Emma Muddiman-Rawlins Tim Needham, David Nevett, Jane Nightingale, Thomas Noon, Ian Pearson, 
Andy Pickering, Cynthia Ransome, Rob Reid, Andrea Robinson, Dave Shaw, Glynis Smith, Sarah Smith, Gary Stapleton, and Austen White 
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WHEN 
DECISION IS 

EXPECTED TO 
BE TAKEN 

KEY DECISION TO BE 
TAKEN 

RELEVANT 
CABINET 
MEMBER 

DECSION TO 
BE TAKEN BY 

CONTACT 
OFFICER(S) 

DOCUMENTS 
TO BE 

CONSIDEED 
BY DECISION 

MAKER 

REASON FOR 
EXEMPTION – LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT 

1972 SCHEDULE 12A 

20 Oct 2021 
 

Medium-Term Financial 
Strategy (MTFS) Budget 
Update 2022/23 to 2024/25 
 
 

Mayor Ros 
Jones 
 

Cabinet 
 

Faye Tyas, Chief 
Financial Officer 
and Assistant 
Director of Finance  
faye.tyas@ 
doncaster.gov.uk 
 

 
 

Open 
 
 

20 Oct 2021 
 

To approve Domestic Abuse 
Strategy 2021-2024. 
 
 

Councillor 
Rachael 
Blake, 
Portfolio 
Holder for 
Children’s 
Social Care, 
Communities 
and Equalities 
 

Cabinet 
 

Karen Shooter, 
Domestic Abuse 
Strategic Lead  
Karen.shooter@donc
aster.gov.uk 
 

 
 

Open 
 
 

18 Nov 2021 
 

Community Safety Strategy 
2022 to 2025. 
 
 

Councillor 
Rachael 
Blake, 
Portfolio 
Holder for 
Children’s 
Social Care, 
Communities 
and Equalities 
 
 
 

Cabinet 3 Nov 
2021, Council 
18 Nov 2021 
 

Rachael Long, Crime 
and Safer Doncaster 
Theme Manager  
rachael.long@donca
ster.gov.uk 
 

 
 

Open 
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1 Dec 2021 
 

Quarter 2 2021-22 Finance 
and Performance Report 
 
 

Councillor 
Phil Cole, 
Portfolio 
Holder for 
Finance 
 

Cabinet 
 

Matthew, Smith, 
Head of Financial 
Management Tel: 
01302-737663 
matthew.smith@do
ncaster.gov.uk 
Sennette Wroot   
Senior Strategy & 
Performance 
Manager, Policy 
Insight & Change; 
Tel (01302) 862533 

 
 

Open 
 
 

1 Dec 2021 
 

St Leger Homes 
Performance Report 2021/22 
Quarter 2 
 
 

Councillor 
Glyn Jones, 
Deputy 
Mayor, 
Portfolio 
Holder for 
Housing and 
Business. 
 

Cabinet 
 

Dave Richmond, 
Chief Executive, St 
Leger Homes of 
Doncaster  
dave.richmond@stl
egerhomes.co.uk, 
Julie Crook Tel: 
01302 862705 
 

 
 

Open 
 
 

1 Dec 2021 
 

DCST Quarter 2 Finance & 
Performance Report. 
 
 

Councillor 
Rachael 
Blake, 
Portfolio 
Holder for 
Children’s 
Social Care, 
Communities 
and 
Equalities 
 

Cabinet 
 

James Thomas, 
Chief Executive of 
Doncaster 
Children's Services 
Trust  
James.Thomas@dc
strust.co.uk 
 

 
 

Open 
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